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This paper presents new lunar geochemical maps of x-ray 
fluorescence Al/Si and Mg/Si intensity ratios from Apollo 15 and 
16 missions. These ratios have been 1) corrected for inter- 
orbital variations in secondary x-ray flux which are caused by 
variations in solar activity, and 2) improved in reliability 
with a weighted average filtering technique. 

The method for reduction of x-ray fluorescence data into 
intensity ratios has been previously described in detail. (1) 
The experiment included three detectors-one without a filter, 
one with a Mg foil filter, and one with an A1 foil filter. The 
three detectors provided differential spectra for the three 
elements (Mg,Al,Si). Fluorescence intensities were determined 
from 1)knowledge of response functions of each of the three 
detectors for each of the three elements (these functions were 
experimentally determined before the mission) and 2) observed 
counts from each of the three detectors during the mission. 

The sun was the source of excitation for the measured lunar 
fluorescent x-rays. An increase in solar activity, accompanied 
by an increased solar flux at higher energies, would prefer- 
entially excite higher atomic number elements such as Si. Thus, 
when the solar activity increased, the intensity ratios(Al/Si, 
Mg/Si) measured by the experiment decreased. Measurements of 
solar flux were made by a terrestrial satellite of the Solrad 
series, Solrad 10(3) ( 4 1 ,  during the Apollo 15 and 16 missions. 
(Solrad 10 data was obtained for approximately 1/2 of the time 
during which near side data were being acquired.) Emission 
Measure Ratios, or EMR's, which are the ratios of solar flux 
emitted by two different types of solar regions, were calculated 
from Solrad 10 data to determine relative changes in solar 
activity.(2) The two different types of solar regions observed 
were the corona, with an average electron temperature of 1.6 x 
lo6 OK, and the surface hot spots, with an average electron 
temperature of 3.2 x lo6 '~(2) . According to the Tucker-Koren 
solar model(2), ratios of the flux from these two electron 
temperatures, converted to x-ray output, are indicative of 
variations in solar activity for all but very active periods(2). 
Changes in fluorescent line intensity for A1 relative to Si, 
and for Mg relative to Si can be determined when changes in EMR 
are known because the EMR predicts solar flux at energies which 
produce fluorescence for Si, Al, and Mg.(2) By applying a 
modified power law function to shifts in EMR, it is possible to 
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obtain shifts in Al/Si and Mg/Si intensity ratios with good 
approximation (*5%). To obtain the relative shift in EMR, all 
EMR's were normalized to an average EMR (during the Apollo 15 
and 16 missions) of .030. EMR's ranged from .002 (which could 
decrease the intensity ratio by 25%) to 0.3 (which could 
increase the intensity ratio by 15%) during the Apollo missions. 
A normalized EMR was used to calculate a shift in intensity 
ratio with an equation of the form: 

Y = INTERCEPT (X + C) SLOPE 

where Y is the intensity ratio correction factor, X is the 
normalized EMR, C is the emperically determined correction for 
a particular mission, INTERCEPT is the intercept of the (X,Y) 
log-log plot, and SLOPE is the average slope of the (X,Y) log- 
log plot. Specifically, the equations are: 

Ratio EMR Equation 

I Al/Si ' <.05 Y = [2.25X( + .0045 for Apollo 15)] -234 

Al/Si >.05 Y = [1.26X( + .0045 for Apollo 15)] .0625 

Mg/Si .219 < .05 Y = [2.10~( + .0045 for Apollo 16)] 

> .05 Y = [1.37X( + .0045 for Apollo 16)] 
.0781 

Geochemical maps of the corrected data were produced with 
techniques previously developed and described in detail.(6)(5) 
These included placing the X-ray data into a digital array, each 
element of the array (pixel) covering 1/4' latitude by 1/4' 
longitude. Statistics were improved (with the loss of some 
spatial resolution) by applying to the data a weighted average 
filter determined from the actual instrument field of view and 
resolution.(5) This involved doing a sliding average of the 
ratios in 1 x 1, 3 x 3, 5 x 5, and 7 x 7 pixel blocks. The 
average for each block was weighted according to the percent of 
the signal which came from the corresponding portion of the 
detector field of view, and then all weighted averages were 
summed. 

Previously, variations in solar activity were the chief cause 
of interorbit variations for adjacent orbits. Bielefeld et 
a1 (5) normalized adjacent orbits for x-ray data to which the - 
weighted average filtering technique was applied. This 
normalization was done to eliminate interorbital variations 
which were apparently not due to chemistry but instead were 
caused by changes in solar activity. Nongeochemical variations 
caused by such solar variations can be better eliminated, how- 
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ever, by application of point by point correction factors which 
come from reliable solar measurements, rather than by correction 
factors applied to whole orbits which are 1) internally generated 
and thus biased, and 2) cannot correct for solar activity induced 
variation within an orbit. In the new maps developed here, 
visible improvements in solar activity corrected Al/Si intensity 
map over previous Al/Si maps include: 1) in general, less inter- 
orbit and intraorbit variation which is not geochemical in 
origin, and specifically, 2) clear outlines of the large mare 
basins such as Serenitatis, Crisium, Smythii, Fecunditatis, and 
Tranquillitatis, 3) better definition of Undarum and Spumans 
basins, 4 )  more obvious ring structure for the Crisium basin, 
and 5) improved correlation southeast of Smythii for high Al/Si 
areas Prenectarian terra units and for moderate Al/Si areas with 
Imbrian crater units(7). The solar activity corrected ~ g / S i  
intensity map shows improvement over previous Mg/Si maps in 
defining large regional features such as mare basins. Thus, 
application of a solar activity correction factor from actual 
measurements of the sun effectively surpresses nongeochemical 
interorbit,and intraorbit variations in x-ray data. 
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